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ABSTRACT

Visual working memory (WM) was investigated in young (18-35 yrs) and older (63-88 yrs) adults by assessing use of visual and verbal processing, and strategic approach. Experiment 1 comprised a visual interference paradigm, to investigate visual rehearsal during an abstract visual WM task. Results suggested both groups used a visual strategy, but older adults struggled more when visual interference was administered first, perhaps due to difficulty developing non-visual strategies. In Experiment 2, a more meaningful task version was additionally administered, offering greater opportunity for multimodal coding. Despite the marked effect of age, both groups benefited from semantic availability to the same extent. Young adults reported a verbal strategy more than older adults, who reported less verbal labelling and more visual refreshing, and a less efficient approach overall. The results highlight age-related limitations in visual WM capacity and strategy use, but show potential for compensation, and a role for task practice.
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Early investigations of short-term (‘working’) memory were largely focused upon the verbal domain. However, the volume of research on visuo-spatial working memory has seen a significant increase in the last two decades (for reviews, see Luck & Vogel, 2013; Ma, Husain, & Bays, 2014). In parallel, research investigating older adults’ working memory performance has also been increasing, producing evidence of age-related declines in both the visuo-spatial and verbal domains (e.g. Bopp & Verhaeghen, 2005; Hedden, & Gabrieli, 2004; Park et al., 2002). It is important to understand the underlying cognitive mechanisms of age-related declines in working memory (e.g. processing speed, attention/executive resources, storage capacity limitations). Research targeting visual working memory performance is anticipated to help support broader theoretical understanding of cognitive aging mechanisms, because visual working memory appears particularly vulnerable to aging.

Aging effects on visual working memory

It has been well established that aging negatively impacts working memory performance (Hedden, & Gabrieli, 2004; Park et al., 2002; Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016). Fluid cognitive abilities like working memory are typically the most sensitive to age-related cognitive decline, as they involve more speeded and/or more complex online processing than crystallized abilities such as vocabulary and general knowledge. Visuo-spatial working memory is particularly age-sensitive (e.g. Brown, 2016; Jenkins, Myerson, Joerding, & Hale, 2000; Murre, Janssen, Rouw, & Meeter, 2013; Myerson, Hale, Rhee, & Jenkins, 1999; Noack, Lövdén, & Lindenberger, 2012; Swanson, 2017). Furthermore, specifically visual working memory (i.e. memory for visual details such as visual patterns, orientations, and colors) has exhibited marked age-related deficits (Beigneux, Plaie, & Isingrini, 2007; Brown, Brockmole, Gow, & Deary, 2012; Bruyer & Scailquin, 1999; Johnson, Logie, & Brockmole, 2010; Leonards, Ibanez, & Giannakopoulos, 2002; Logie & Maylor, 2009; Peich, Husain, & Bays, 2013; Smith, Park, Cherry, & Berkovsky, 1990). For example, using a visual matrix task to assess capacity (e.g. Brown, Forbes, & McConnell, 2006; Brown et al., 2012; Brown & Wesley, 2013; Della Sala, Gray, Baddeley, Allamano, & Wilson, 1999; Della Sala, Gray, Baddeley, & Wilson, 1997; Orme, Brown, & Riby, 2017; Riby & Orme, 2013), Logie and Maylor (2009) demonstrated that, among a range of other fluid abilities (e.g. visuo-spatial
binding, prospective memory, verbal working memory), visual working memory displayed
the steepest decline across the adult lifespan (see also Murre et al., 2013; Swanson, 2017). In
this span-type task, participants briefly view a checkered pattern and, after a short delay
(typically up to 10 s) participants attempt to recall the pattern, either by clicking on individual
cells on a computer screen, or crossing the cells on blank paper templates. The patterns are
initially quite small (e.g. 2 x 2 matrix), but increase in size and complexity as the task
progresses. Thus, the task measures ‘capacity’, in terms of the largest pattern size that the
participant is reliably able to recall correctly. The age-related decline in capacity appears to
be linear, and begins early in the adult lifespan (i.e., the early 20s; Bruyer & Scailquin, 1999;
Johnson et al., 2010; Logie & Maylor, 2009). Beigneux et al. (2007) even suggested that
visual working memory is more age-sensitive than spatial-sequential working memory,
further highlighting that memory for a simultaneously presented visual array is particularly
challenging for older people.

However, the challenge may not simply be related to a reduced visual working memory
storage capacity per se. Using behavioural and ERP methods to investigate the encoding,
maintenance, and retrieval stages of a color change detection task, Ko et al. (2014) found that
older adults appeared to engage the same sensory encoding processes, and store the same
number of objects during maintenance, as young adults. However, older adults retained
stimuli at a lower resolution. Furthermore, at the retrieval stage of their change detection task,
older adults did not appear to experience familiarity or recollection to the same extent as
young adults, and were shown subsequently to engage in more post-retrieval monitoring and
verification processes. The authors concluded that, due to lower quality representations, older
adults struggle to retrieve visual stimuli as accurately as young adults. Indeed, Peich et al.
(2013) also demonstrated less precision in older adults’ visual working memory, but further
showed that age was more strongly related to precision under higher memory load (3 objects
vs 1).

Interestingly, using computational modelling of visuo-spatial change detection task
performance, Noack et al. (2012) found age effects only for multiple object arrays (3 or 5
objects vs 1), at both short (100ms) and long (1000ms) retention periods. Data modeling
suggested that age negatively affects both discriminal dispersion (indexing a decreased
signal-to-noise ratio, or, less distinct representations) and asymptotic discrimination
performance (indexing short-term memory capacity). Noack et al. therefore concluded that
age mainly affects the encoding stage of their task, and that both reduced storage capacity and
less distinct neural activation can account for age-related limitations in visual working.
memory. Using time-accuracy function analysis (Kliegl, Mayr, & Krampe, 1994), Guest, Howard, Brown, and Gleeson (2015) observed age-related slowing of visual processing, specifically with multiple object arrays. This slowing was observed when the task involved processing and filtering out distractors at encoding, and also when required to encode more than one object into visual working memory for possible recall. Thus, there are age-related limitations in both the capacity for, and quality of, information encoding and storage in visual working memory.

**Age-related scaffolding of visual working memory**

At the neural level, there is age-related visual cortex degeneration. Older adults exhibit decreased occipital cortex activation during visual perception and memory tasks, as well as less specific or distinctive neural activation (Davis, Dennis, Daselaar, Fleck, & Cabeza, 2008; Grady, 1996; Grady et al., 1994; see also Li, Lindenberger, Sikström, 2001; Li & Sikström, 2002; Spreng, Wojtowicz, & Grady, 2010). Decreased specificity has been described as age-related dedifferentiation (Carp, Park, Polk, & Park, 2011; Park et al., 2004, 2012; Payer et al., 2006). Neural specificity predicts 30% of the variance in higher-order cognitive functioning (i.e., fluid intelligence; Park, Carp, Hebrank, Park, & Polk, 2010; see also Geerligs, Maurits, Renken, & Lorist, 2014), supporting the notion that, to some extent, dedifferentiation underlies age-related decline in processing-intensive cognitive functioning. However, much of the variance still remains to be explained by other factors, which could potentially help to counteract the age-related reduction in neural distinctiveness. For example, level of task demand (Carp, Gmeindl, and Reuter-Lorenz, 2010) and individual differences in processing and working memory capacity (Schneider-Garces, Gordon, Brumback-Peltz, & Shin, 2010) are likely to be involved.

Promisingly, even when specialized cognitive resources are compromised with age, older adults have the potential to compensate for, or ‘scaffold’ these functions, using more generalized central executive resources (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Reuter-Lorenz & Park 2010; see also Cabeza, Anderson, Locantore, & McIntosh, 2002; Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016). Furthermore, the scaffolding process benefits from health and lifestyle factors, such as cognitive and social engagement, and physical activity (Reuter-Lorenz & Park, 2014; Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016), accounting for some of the individual differences in cognitive aging success. The Scaffolding Theory of Aging and Cognition (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009; Reuter-Lorenz & Park 2010, 2014) would predict
that, even when neural degeneration has taken place, for example in visual cortex, cognitive decline is not inevitable, due to the recruitment of supporting neural resources. Thus, higher-functioning older adults may achieve better performance due to compensatory, more distributed patterns of neural activation (e.g. Cabeza et al., 2002; Burianová, Lee, Grady, & Moscovitch, 2013) which could be related to strategy development and execution (e.g. Logie, 2011, 2012).

A compelling example can be found in the strategy training research by Nyberg et al. (2003). Young and older people were trained in the method of loci as a strategy to support verbal working memory, involving associating to-be-remembered words with locations within a known spatial layout (map; e.g. Bower, 1970). Young participants improved after training, as expected, whereas the older people showed no benefit. However, the older participants were split into two groups, based on the extent of neural engagement associated with strategy use (i.e. spatial cortex activation). Older adults who showed this functional activity exhibited improved working memory capacity, like the young adults, but the older adults who showed no such neural activity performed more poorly after training. Thus, there are ageing effects on strategy execution, and clear individual differences in older people’s ability to implement and benefit from cognitive strategies. These qualitative differences have direct implications for our theoretical understanding of quantitative differences, such as neural activation patterns, cognitive slowing, etc. (Lemaire, 2016). It is therefore fundamentally important to investigate top-down influences on cognition, such as strategic approach, if we are to achieve a complete understanding of cognitive aging.

**Multimodal coding and strategic approach**

Memory is typically more successful when the stimuli may be encoded using multiple modalities. In the long-term memory context, Paivio’s dual coding theory (1971; 1991) states that words will be better recalled when they are higher in imageability (i.e. more ‘concrete’, such as ‘jacket’), as compared with more abstract words (e.g. ‘jealous’). Similarly, abstract visual stimuli are better recalled from long-term memory when there is a meaningful, verbal context provided (Bower, Karlin, & Dueck, 1975; Santa, 1975; Verhaeghen, Palfai, & Johnson 2006). By extension, Brown et al. (2006; see also Mammarella, Giofrè, Caviola, Cornoldi, & Hamilton, 2014; Postle, & Hamidi, 2007; Riby & Orme, 2013) showed that short-term memory for abstract visual patterns is also superior when the stimuli are more
readily verbally encoded, although the associated meaningfulness may account for the benefit rather than the verbalization itself (Brown & Wesley, 2013).

Although there is currently limited evidence on the topic, Lemaire (2016) highlighted that, where we observe cognitive aging effects, it is likely that differences in strategy selection will also be observed. A ‘strategy’ may be considered a method, procedure, or set of procedures used by an individual to achieve a goal (Lemaire, 2016). In the present context, the goal would be to recall the visual appearance of a previously seen array, and potential strategies include actively refreshing the visual image, or relating it to a stored representation (i.e. visual semantics; Logie, 2011).

Undoubtedly, we require evidence regarding spontaneous strategy use in older people, but the concept of compensation and scaffolding is not only relevant to older adults’ cognitive performance. Strategy use in working memory develops from childhood into adulthood (Swanson, 2017), and there are individual differences in the cognitive strategies recruited by young adults. For example, Logie, Della Sala, Laiacana, Chalmers, and Wynn (1996) showed that healthy adults’ strategy use varies during a working memory task. Furthermore, the cognitive effects observed across individuals (e.g. the extent to which participants display word length effects) depends upon their reported strategy use (e.g. verbal rehearsal or visualization). Specifically considering visual working memory, and performance of the visual matrix task used in the present study (Brown et al., 2006), Brown and Wesley (2013) investigated young adults’ use of a variety of potential strategies, including explicit visual rehearsal, verbal coding, ‘counting up’ cells, and combining visual and verbal strategies. While Logie et al. categorized the participants into different strategies, Brown and Wesley asked participants to rate the extent to which they implemented the range of strategies that were queried. Intriguingly, Logie et al. observed numerous individuals who reported using ‘mixed’ strategies. Like the findings of Logie et al., Brown and Wesley showed that, not only was there clear individual variation in the extent to which participants reported using the different strategies, but strategy use interacted with the properties of the task (abstract or more meaningful stimuli). Those who reported combining visual and verbal strategies, therefore approaching the task more actively and flexibly, had a larger overall capacity. Furthermore, those who did not report such an approach benefited considerably more from the availability of visual semantics, possibly due to their automatic activation (Logie, 2011; see also Campoy, Castellà, Provencio, Hitch, & Baddeley, 2015). Thus, in young adults, self-reported strategic approach is related to visual working memory capacity and interacts with the properties of the task.
Particularly given the findings by Nyberg et al. (2003), aging could influence the use of task strategies in visual working memory and may partially account for the effect of aging on capacity. Strategy use is now increasingly mentioned in discussions of aging and cognition, and particularly relating to the input of central executive resources to working memory performance (e.g. Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016; Reuter-Lorenz & Park, 2014). Strategy use has been considered across a range of domains, including episodic memory (e.g. Hinault, Lemaire, & Touron, 2017; Kuhlmann, & Touron, 2012; Naveh-Benjamin, Brav, & Levy, 2007), and working memory (Bailey, Dunlosky, & Hertzog, 2009; Fiore, Borella, Mammarella, & De Beni, 2012; Touron, Oransky, Meier, & Hines, 2010). In the context of arithmetic problem solving, these issues have been researched relatively intensively (e.g. Duverne & Lemaire, 2004; Hodzik, & Lemaire, 2011; see Lemaire, 2016, for a review), with findings occasionally showing that older people have a smaller repertoire than young adults. However, other studies have shown that older adults have knowledge of just as many different strategies as young adults, but that they execute fewer strategies that may be more exhaustive (i.e. relatively inefficient) and are less likely than young adults to adapt their strategy according to the specific problem (Lemaire, 2016).

Recent findings in the study of verbal working memory have been mixed. On one hand, set-by-set strategy reports have been found not to explain age-related variance in working memory capacity (Bailey et al., 2009) while, on the other hand, Touron et al. (2010) observed that effective strategy use disproportionately benefitted older adults’ performance. In the context of a spatial-sequential working memory task (visuo-spatial updating), Fiore et al. (2012) argued that older adults may make some use of explicit rehearsal, but that they mostly rely on a low-effort recency strategy to drive memory for spatial sequences. However, strategy was inferred from the patterns of performance across serial position, rather than being directly assessed. Thus, there is limited evidence that strategy may be implicated in the effects of aging in visuo-spatial working memory, but research is required to assess the potential effects of aging on the use of a variety of directly relevant strategies in visuo-spatial working memory. Furthermore, to our knowledge, this is the first attempt to address strategy in the context of age-sensitive visual working memory in particular. Therefore, using interference paradigms, we aimed to establish the working memory mechanisms drawn upon in young and older adult during a visual working memory task. Additionally, we aimed to determine the spontaneous strategy use reported by young and older adults, across a range of potentially useful strategies for the task at hand.
Summary

The influence of aging on strategy execution in working memory has received relatively little direct investigation and, to our knowledge, has not yet been assessed specifically in the context of age-sensitive visual working memory. The current investigations were aimed at identifying the extent to which young and older people employ task-relevant strategies in the context of a visual working memory task, using interference paradigms and strategy self-report. In Experiment 1, we investigated young and older adults’ use of visual rehearsal via a visual interference paradigm. In Experiment 2, using a verbal interference paradigm and stimuli with low and high semantic availability, we investigated the extent to which the two age groups relied upon verbal rehearsal and could benefit from the availability of meaning. Additionally, in Experiment 2, we queried spontaneous use of a range of visual and verbal task-relevant strategies, in order to investigate the relationships with task performance and the effect of aging.

EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment was aimed at establishing, using an interference paradigm, the extent to which young and older adults rely on visual storage to perform a visual working memory task. In the context of age-related degradation in visual cortex functioning, and the marked age-related deficits in capacity, it is possible that the two age groups may rely differently on a visual rehearsal strategy. Specifically, younger people may show more sensitivity to visual interference than older people, who may not be able to rely upon maintenance of a mental image.

During performance of a visual working memory task, then, reliance on a mental image was investigated by employing a visual interference paradigm, in which visual noise was viewed during the maintenance period. It was predicted that, if a participant is relying on visual storage, their performance should be sensitive to the presence of visual interference. Importantly, the visual interference (dynamic visual noise; DVN) was not attentionally demanding, so as not to interfere with executive functioning (Quinn & McConnell, 1996a,b), and has been shown to reduce visual imagery and working memory for visual details (Borst, Ganis, Thompson, & Kosslyn, 2012; Darling, Della Sala, & Logie, 2009; Dean, Dewhurst, & Whittaker, 2008; McConnell & Quinn, 2004; Vasques, Garcia, & Galera, 2016). Thus, a small but reliable effect of passively viewing visual noise was expected, at least in the young
adults. However, if older people tend not to rely upon visual storage, they will be less sensitive to the interference, resulting in an interaction between age group and interference condition, with only the young adults exhibiting an effect.

**Methods**

**Participants**
The study was ethically approved by the respective ethics committees at Nottingham Trent University and the University of Strathclyde, and participants provided written informed consent. There were 44 young and older participants. The young participants were 9 men and 13 women, aged 18-35 years \((M = 23.14, SD = 4.95)\) and with a mean years of education of 16.09 \((SD = 1.85)\). The older adults included 5 men and 17 women, aged 63-88 years \((M = 72.18, SD = 7.39;\) mean years of education \(= 13.64, SD = 4.52)\). The young adults had significantly more years of education than the older adults, \(t(27.8) = 2.36, p = .026\), however this is a commonly observed cohort effect (e.g. Guest et al., 2015). The older participants volunteered on the basis of being generally healthy and living independently in the community, however, cognitive functioning was specifically screened using the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). All older participants scored within the healthy range \((M = 28.52, SD = 1.33;\) min = 25, max = 30). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no memory problems.

**Design**

A 2 x 2 mixed factorial design was used to investigate the effects of age group (young, older), and interference (control, visual interference; repeated measures) on visual working memory capacity. The dependent variable was *mean span*, which is a more sensitive measure than maximum span achieved. This was calculated by taking the mean size of the last three correctly recalled patterns for each participant in each of the two task versions (e.g. Brown et al., 2006).

**Materials**

*Mini-Mental State Examination* (Folstein et al., 1975): This is a brief assessment of general cognitive functioning, which involves testing participants’ orientation to time and place, attention, memory, language, and instruction-following. A score of 24 or above (out of 30) indicates normal cognitive functioning.
**Modified Visual Patterns Test:** The Visual Patterns Test (Della Sala et al., 1997; Della Sala et al., 1999) is a test of short-term visual memory. Recall of each abstract, black-and-white checkered pattern may be either immediate or delayed (typically up to 10 s), in order to place more demands on working memory (e.g. requiring more active rehearsal). Following previous research (Brown & Wesley, 2013; Brown et al., 2012; see also Riby & Orme, 2013; White & Grant, 2017), the present experiment employed the modified version of the test (Brown et al., 2006), which was designed to limit the availability of verbal and semantic coding. The stimuli consisted of half black and half white cells (see Figure 1), ranging in their level of complexity from two (two black cells to be remembered) to fifteen, and there were three patterns at each level. The task was computerized in order to control presentation and timings, and was administered using E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). Beyond the differences in selected stimuli and the computerized presentation, administration was broadly similar to the originally published test, in terms of presentation time, maintenance period, and recall method (Della Sala et al., 1997; Della Sala et al., 1999).

*Figure 1:* Experiment 1 procedure. In a given trial, participants were shown a visual pattern for 3 s. They then viewed either the blank computer screen (control condition) or the dynamic visual noise (DVN; visual interference) condition for 10 s. Using a blank paper template, participants then attempted to recall the pattern by crossing out the cells that they remembered as having been black. Note, stimuli are not drawn to size, and the recall templates were printed on standard A4 paper.
**Visual interference:** The visual interference involved participants viewing dynamic visual noise (DVN; Figure 1; see also Brown, 2016). The DVN appears as a computer-generated display of small black and white ‘dots’ (each 16 pixels in area) which randomly change between black and white, continuously across the array. The array comprised 80 x 80 ‘dots’, thus measuring 320 x 320 pixels (which equated to approximately 12 cm²). The rate of change amongst the dots was relatively high in the context of previous literature, at 30% (1920 dots) changing per second (Dean, Dewhurst, Morris, & Whittaker, 2005; McConnell & Quinn, 2000).

**Procedure**

The older participants first completed the MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975), which took approximately five minutes. The young participants immediately began with the visual working memory task. All participants completed both the control and visual interference versions of the visual memory task (Brown et al., 2006; see also Della Sala et al., 1997), and administration order was counterbalanced across participants within each age group. After receiving standard instructions and up to three practice trials from level four of the task (Brown et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2012; Della Sala et al., 1997), the first task version was conducted. Given the previously demonstrated marked difference in capacity across the two age groups with this task (Beigneux et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2012; Brown & Wesley, 2013; Logie & Maylor, 2009), the young adults began at level four, whereas the older adults began at level two. This also served to equalize the typical duration of the task across age groups. Note, the span nature of this task highlights the memory challenge that sets in as the patterns increase in size, and successful performance in the initial levels demonstrates the ability of both age groups to view and encode the patterns sufficiently.

Each trial in the control task commenced with the participant pressing the space bar, then presentation of a fixation cross for 2 s (Figure 1). The memory stimulus was then displayed upon a white background for 3 s, followed by a maintenance period of 10 s, during which the screen was blank (white). Participants were specifically asked to continue viewing the screen during this maintenance period. After the delay, the word *recall* was presented, indicating that it was time to attempt recall. Participants were asked to reproduce the pattern on blank paper templates, by placing an X in the cells they remembered as having been black. Each task version terminated when the participant failed to recall completely correctly at least one trial from a given level. After completing the first task version, a short break was offered to participants.
before progressing to the second one. The interference task version was the same as the control task, except that DVN was displayed centrally on the screen during the delay. Again, participants were specifically instructed to view the screen during this time.

Results

The order of administration of the two versions was found to be important, therefore the data from each condition, including administration order, are illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Mean span data (± SE) from Experiment 1, as a function of age group, interference condition, and administration order.](image)

The data were analyzed using a 2 (age group; young, older) x 2 (visual interference; control, interference) x 2 (administration order; control first, interference first) mixed factorial

---

1 Note that, when administration order is not included in the analysis, there is only a significant main effect of age group, $F(1,42) = 41.13$, $MSE = 5.95$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .50$ (all other $p > .40$).
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). There was a significant main effect of age group, $F(1,40) = 42.61, MSE = 5.74, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .52$, and a significant interaction between interference and administration order, $F(1,40) = 9.99, MSE = .849, p = .003, \eta^2_p = .20$ (Figure 3).

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3**: Interaction between interference and administration order. Data represent mean span (± SE).

To follow up this interaction, Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests were carried out to assess the effect of interference within each administration order group. There was no significant difference between the two interference conditions within those who carried out the control condition first, $t(21) = 1.70, p = .104 (M_{\text{CONTROL}} = 7.15, SD = 2.08; M_{\text{DVN}} = 7.59, SD = 2.50)$. However, there was a significant effect of visual interference in those who carried out that condition first, $t(21) = 2.83, p = .010 (M_{\text{CONTROL}} = 7.73, SD = 2.71; M_{\text{DVN}} = 6.93, SD = 2.69)$.

Additionally, the interaction between age group and administration order was approaching significance, $F(1,40) = 3.50, MSE = 5.74, p = .069, \eta^2_p = .08$ (Figure 4; all other $p > .36$). This was therefore further explored using Bonferroni-corrected independent t-tests.
There is clearly a reliable age effect overall, but the age effect appears more marked when the interference condition was carried out first, $t(20) = 6.89, p < .001$ ($M_{\text{YOUNG}} = 9.47, SD = 1.45$; $M_{\text{OLDER}} = 5.18, SD = 1.47$), than when the control condition was first, $t(20) = 2.94, p = .008$ ($M_{\text{YOUNG}} = 8.56, SD = 2.04$; $M_{\text{OLDER}} = 6.18, SD = 1.74$).

![Figure 4: Interaction between age and administration order. Data represent mean span ($\pm$ SE).](image)

**Discussion**

The results of Experiment 1 highlight a marked effect of age on visual working memory capacity (e.g., Beigneux et al., 2007; Bruyer & Scailquin, 1999; Johnson et al., 2010; Leonards et al., 2002; Logie & Maylor, 2009; Peich et al., 2013; Smith et al., 1990). Furthermore, across both age groups, there was vulnerability to passive visual interference (Borst et al., 2012; Darling et al., 2009; Dean et al., 2008; McConnell & Quinn, 2004; Vasques et al., 2016), but specifically when that condition was carried out first. Both young
and older adults therefore appear to rely to some extent upon visual storage. A clear conclusion that can be taken from this experiment, then, is that the visual working memory task appears to be very amenable to broader strategies, particularly over time, given the strong effect of administration order and the interaction with interference. Thus, task performance is likely to be supported by other processes in working memory (Brown et al., 2006; Brown & Wesley, 2013; Hamilton, Brown, & Rossi-Arnaud, 2018; Orme et al., 2017; Riby & Orme, 2013).

Interestingly, the pattern of findings also suggested that young adults may have relatively increased visual working memory capacity, specifically when first experiencing the visual interference condition. In contrast, older adults exhibited more restricted overall capacity in this scenario (Rowe, Hasher, & Turcotte, 2008). Particularly given the pattern of performance levels within the young age group, the presence of visual interference at the outset of the testing session perhaps encouraged development of compensatory strategies for scaffolding performance in this age group. In contrast, older people may be less able to develop strategies and/or engage wider resources, especially when first engaging with the task (Braver & West, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz, & Lustig, 2016). To build upon the results of Experiment 1, which focused on visual rehearsal, in Experiment 2, we sought to investigate the use of other working memory mechanisms. Specifically, Experiment 2 focused on use of verbal rehearsal by using a verbal interference paradigm, as well as semantics by administering two task versions that differ in their extent of meaningful shapes.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was aimed at investigating young and older adults’ reliance on verbal processing, as well as their potential to benefit from the availability of visual semantics (meaning) within visual working memory. We also supplemented the experiment with an end-of-session strategy questionnaire, in order to gain insight into participants’ reports of their spontaneous strategy use.

Using the same tasks as in the present experiment, Brown et al. (2006; see also Mammarella et al., 2014; Riby & Orme, 2013) showed that young adults’ visual working memory capacity is reliably larger when the stimuli contain more meaningful shapes. Additionally, Brown and Wesley (2013) found that, within young adults, strategy use varies, and this impacts capacity. While visual rehearsal may be the most fundamental strategy for a
visual working memory task, incorporating strategies beyond this, such as combining visual and verbal approaches, is related to increased capacity in young people (Postle, D’Esposito, & Corkin, 2005; Postle & Hamidi, 2007; Verhaeghen et al., 2006; see also Bower et al., 1975; Paivio, 1971, 1991; Santa, 1975). While Brown and Wesley provided some evidence for automatic activation of semantics (Logie, 2011), the research additionally showed that the benefit associated with more meaningful stimuli requires executive resources. Specifically, when central executive resources were suppressed, the benefit was removed. It is possible that, while semantic memory can be activated automatically at encoding, executive resources may be required for actively combining the different traces (i.e. visual, semantic, verbal, etc.; e.g. see Allen, Havelka, Falcon, Evans, & Darling, 2015). Indeed, Riby and Orme (2013; see also Orme, Brown, & Riby, 2017) provided ERP evidence that encoding of high semantic visual stimuli in working memory appears to be more active and strategic than that for low semantic stimuli. As the aging brain may deploy more generalized resources for cognitive task performance (e.g. Cabeza et al., 2002; Park et al., 2012), the age-related deficit in visual working memory may be reduced when more cognitive resources can be recruited to support, or ‘scaffold’, performance (Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2014). Thus, it is possible to predict that the age-related deficit in visual working memory would be smaller in the high meaning, relative to the low meaning, stimuli.

To assess reliance on verbal processing, the verbal interference task took the form of articulatory suppression, which is a well-established technique for suppressing verbal recoding and temporary storage of verbal material (Baddeley, 2007; see also Larsen & Baddeley, 2003). In young adults, Brown and Wesley (2013) showed that articulatory suppression did not interact with the benefit of meaning, suggesting that the benefit was not due to young adults using verbal working memory to support visual working memory (i.e. explicitly rehearsing verbal labels using the phonological loop of working memory; Baddeley 2007; Logie, 2011). Rather, it was argued that the benefit was most likely due to activated and encoded semantics (see also Delogu, Raffone, & Belardinelli, 2009; Postle et al., 2005). However, strategies for processing visuo-spatial information may change from childhood through to adulthood (de Ribaupierre, Lecerf, & Bailleux, 2000), and it is possible that there is further change into older age. Certainly, vocabulary continues to improve across the adult lifespan (Park et al., 2002). Particularly in the context that previous studies have shown visuo-spatial working memory to be more age-sensitive than verbal working memory (Jenkins et al., 2000; Leonards et al., 2002; Myerson et al., 1999), older adults may prefer or rely upon verbal processing more than young adults (e.g. Tournier, & Postal, 2011). If this is
the case, then the effect of articulatory suppression would be differential across the two age groups, and this could also interact with the effect of stimulus meaning. Specifically, performance may be worse with articulatory suppression in older adults if they rely upon a verbal approach and are unable to implement it freely. On the other hand, if older adults rely upon a verbal approach, but this hinders rather than benefits visual recall (e.g. Brandimonte, Hitch, & Bishop, 1992a,b), then suppressing verbalization could potentially even improve performance further.

In Experiment 2, then, we investigated the effects of verbal interference and meaning on visual working memory performance in young and older adults. The effect of meaning was of strong theoretical and applied interest in that, given the marked age-related deficit in visual working memory, older people could potentially benefit more than young people from the availability of more meaningful information, which allows for incorporating more processing resources. Furthermore, if a differential effect of articulatory suppression was observed, this would indicate age-related differential use of verbalization. Combined with the results of the two age groups’ responses to a strategy questionnaire, and the results from the present Experiment 1, this evidence was aimed at establishing an important foundation for progressing our understanding of the role of strategic approach and multimodal coding in young and older adults’ visual working memory.

Methods

Participants
The study was ethically approved by the same committees detailed in Experiment 1, and participants provided written informed consent. There were 56 young and older participants. The young participants were 14 men and 14 women aged 18-29 years ($M = 23.61, SD = 3.19$), and their mean years of full-time education was 15.74 ($SD = 2.25$). Using the Test of Premorbid Functioning – UK (ToPF; Pearson Education, Inc., 2009), the young participants’ mean estimated full-scale IQ was 101.32 ($SD = 5.79$). As per Experiment 1, the older participants volunteered on the basis of being healthy and living independently in the community. Cognitive functioning was again screened using the MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975), and all older participants scored within the healthy range ($M = 27.93, SD = 1.68$, min = 24, max = 30). The older adults were 11 men and 17 women, aged 63-91 years ($M = 72.86, SD = 6.44$), with a mean number of years of education of 14.45 ($SD = 4.48$) and a mean

\[2\] Note, years of education was missing for one young participant.
estimated IQ of 107.00 ($SD = 9.09$). Estimated IQ was significantly different between the two age groups, $t(45.8) = 2.79$, $p = .008$. However, this was in the opposite direction of any expected effects of age, and verbal knowledge, on which the ToPF is based, is known to increase through the adult lifespan (Park et al., 2002). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no memory problems.

Design
Due to the addition of the variable of task meaning, this experimental design took the form of a 2 (age group; young, older) x 2 (verbal interference; control, articulatory suppression – between groups) x 2 (task meaning; low, high – repeated measures) mixed factorial design. The dependent variable was mean span. Participants also completed a strategy questionnaire querying the extent of use of a range of visual and verbal-based strategies, and responses to each question were provided on a 5-point likert scale.

Materials
*Test of Premorbid Functioning – UK*: The ToPF (Pearson, 2009) is a brief, standardised word reading task which involves asking participants to read out a list of words which increase in difficulty, due to progressively lower frequency. The ToPF provides estimated IQ (prior to onset of any neurological change).

*Modified Visual Patterns Test*: As in Experiment 1, the modified Visual Patterns Test was used (Brown et al., 2006; Della Sala et al., 1997; Della Sala et al., 1999). Following previous research (Brown & Wesley, 2013), both modified versions were administered, which differed in their availability of verbal coding and semantics (i.e. relatively low or high meaning; see Figure 5). Some of the shapes within the high semantic version could be described as relatively basic, having previously attracted verbal labels such as letters, numbers, and symbols, while others were amenable to more elaborate labels than this, such as everyday objects and animals (Brown et al., 2006). Aside from the particular patterns used for each task version, the task was the same as described for Experiment 1.

*Strategy questionnaire*: A likert-style questionnaire was used to allow participants to self-report the extent to which they used a range of task-relevant strategies during the session (Appendix 1; see also Brown & Wesley, 2013). The first question asked participants to rate their overall strategic approach along a 5-point, verbal-visual continuum. The second question asked participants the extent to which they combined visual and verbal strategies. The
remaining three questions asked participants to report the extent to which they relied upon a range of more specific visual and verbal-based strategies. These were: ‘counting up’ the patterns cells; labelling shapes within patterns (both verbal-based); and refreshing their mental image of the pattern (visual). Responses to the last four questions were all made on a 5-point likert scale from ‘always’ through to ‘never’.

**Figure 5:** Sample stimuli from the low and high semantic versions of the visual matrix task, at Levels 8 and 11 (Brown et al., 2006; Brown & Wesley, 2013).

**Procedure**

The procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as for the control condition of Experiment 1, with the following exceptions. Participants first completed the ToPF (Pearson, 2009), the duration of which was approximately 5 minutes. Furthermore, both the low and high meaningful versions of the modified Visual Patterns Test were administered to all
participants, in a counterbalanced fashion across participants. Participants were offered a rest in between performing the two tasks. Once the final task had been administered, all participants were administered the strategy questionnaire, to report their strategic approach during task performance (Appendix 1).

Additionally, for the verbal interference manipulation, half of the participants from each age group were asked to verbalize the first four letters of the alphabet, at a rate of approximately two letters per second (i.e. “A, B, C, D, A, …”). This was intended to suppress articulation, and was performed throughout encoding, rehearsal, and recall of patterns (as in Brown & Wesley, 2013). The experimenter carefully monitored articulation throughout each session and recorded articulation rate (number of repetitions per trial). Articulation rates were high in both young ($M = 30.10, SD = 3.17$) and older adults ($M = 25.71, SD = 3.99$), although the older adults’ articulation rate was significantly smaller, $t(25) = 3.15, p = .004$. This can be accounted for by the shorter time taken to recall the smaller patterns that older adults were asked to complete at the outset of each task, as well as the considerably larger patterns that young adults typically recalled towards the end of each task, too.

Results

The data (see Figure 6) were analyzed using a 2 (age group; young, older) × 2 (verbal interference; control, articulatory suppression) × 2 (task version; low, high meaning) mixed factorial ANOVA. The results showed a significant, marked effect of age group, $F(1,52) = 51.13, MSE = 6.17, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .50$ ($M_{\text{young}} = 8.84, SD = 1.88; M_{\text{older}} = 5.48, SD = 1.67$), as well as a significant effect of task version, $F(1,52) = 6.23, MSE = .968, p = .016, \eta^2_p = .11$ ($M_{\text{low}} = 6.93, SD = 2.41; M_{\text{high}} = 7.39, SD = 2.67$). The effect of verbal interference did not reach significance, $F(1,52) = 3.82, MSE = 6.17, p = .056, \eta^2_p = .07$ ($M_{\text{control}} = 7.62, SD = 2.48; M_{\text{as}} = 6.70, SD = 2.38$; as was the case in Brown & Wesley, 2013). Of greatest importance, however, was the potential for interactions, and the results clearly showed no significant interactions between any of the variables (all other $p > .44$).
Figure 6: Mean span data (± SE) from Experiment 2, as a function of age group, semantic availability, and articulatory suppression.

Given the importance of administration order in Experiment 1, these data were also analyzed when including this variable in the ANOVA (i.e. low or high semantic task first). This did not influence the pattern of findings detailed above, but there was an additional significant interaction between administration order and task version, $F(1,48) = 22.56, \text{MSE} = .70, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .32$ (see Figure 7). This interaction was followed up using Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests, to assess the effect of semantics within each administration order. In those carrying out the low semantic task first, there was a marked benefit of semantics, $t(27) = 5.67, p < .001 (M_{\text{LOW}} = 6.63, SD = 2.23; M_{\text{HIGH}} = 7.85, SD = 2.59)$. However, in those completing the task with meaningful stimuli first, there was no reliable difference, $t(27) = 1.32, p = .20 (M_{\text{LOW}} = 7.23, SD = 2.49; M_{\text{HIGH}} = 6.94, SD = 2.73)$. 
Figure 7: Interaction between stimulus meaning and administration order. Data represent mean span (± SE).

Spontaneous strategy use: Strategy questionnaire responses were first analyzed to assess the potential impact of verbal interference (collapsing across age groups), and then of age group (collapsing across verbal interference; see Table 1).
TABLE 1

Table 1: Median reported use of each strategy, first by verbal interference condition (collapsed across age group) and then by age group (collapsed across verbal interference). Median values lying between two distinct ratings are hyphenated. See Appendix 1 for full strategy questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Verbal Interference</th>
<th>Test Statistics</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Older</th>
<th>Test Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rely on verbal-visual strategy</td>
<td>mostly visual</td>
<td>mostly visual</td>
<td>U = 327.00, p = .26</td>
<td>equally-mostly visual</td>
<td>mostly visual</td>
<td>U = 278.50, p = .050*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine strategies</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>U = 265.50, p = .028*</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>U = 345.00, p = .41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count up black cells</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>U = 272.00, p = .045*</td>
<td>rarely</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>U = 266.00, p = .035*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attach verbal labels</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>U = 318.50, p = .23</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>U = 164.00, p &lt; .001**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh mental image</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>U = 317.50, p = .18</td>
<td>sometimes</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>U = 270.50, p = .030*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: exact significance (2-tailed) p-values reported. * p < .05; ** p < .01.
Regarding the effect of verbal interference, the median responses reflect a tendency towards a visual strategy in the context of both control and verbal interference conditions, in terms of overall strategy reported (along a verbal-visual continuum), and the extent of mental image refreshing. However, the other three, verbal-related strategies, tend to vary according to verbal interference, in the direction of verbal interference limiting the extent of their use. Mann-Whitney tests revealed that the extent of combining visual and verbal strategies, and ‘counting up’ cells, were both significantly different across verbal interference conditions. These findings highlight that the articulatory suppression achieved its intended effect of limiting verbalization.

In the analyses of the effect of age group on strategy reports (Table 1), a striking pattern can be observed. Older adults reported relying on visual rehearsal significantly more than young adults, in terms of their overall strategy along the verbal-visual continuum, and regarding mental image refreshing. There was no significant difference between the two age groups regarding the extent of combining visual and verbal strategies. However, for the remaining two, verbal-based, strategies, older adults reported more ‘counting up’ of cells, whereas the young adults reported more labelling of shapes (i.e. clusters of cells).

Finally, Spearman correlation analyses were carried out to investigate potential relationships between reported strategy use and mean span (collapsed across task version) within each age group, under control conditions. This was to gain insight regarding the extent to which age-related strategy differences actually impacts visual working memory capacity. In young adults, mean span was related to reported strategy use along the verbal-visual continuum, in that incorporating verbalization was related to higher span ($r_s = -.60$, $p = .023$; all other $p > .10$). Interestingly, there was an even split between those who reported verbalizing to some extent (either mostly verbalizing, or using verbal and visual strategies equally) and those who reported mostly or only using a visual strategy (both $n = 14$). A 2 (task; low, high meaning) x 2 (verbal interference; control, AS) x 2 (strategy; including verbalization or not) mixed ANOVA, performed on the young adult data only, revealed a clear effect of incorporating verbalization on overall capacity, $F(1,24) = 11.69$, $MSE = 4.81$, $p = .002$, $\eta^2_p = .33$.

In contrast, in older adults, the extent of mental image refreshing was significantly related to mean span, in the direction that more refreshing was related to a higher mean span ($r_s = -.56$, $p = .038$; all other $p > .22$). Notably, most older people reported

$^3$ The effect of task version noted earlier was still significant ($p = .024$), and there were no significant interactions (all other $p > .20$).
always or mostly refreshing the mental image (n = 20), whereas only eight reported using this strategy sometimes or rarely.

Discussion
The findings from Experiment 2 highlight the benefit of semantic availability (meaning) in this visual working memory task (Brown et al., 2006; Brown & Wesley, 2013; Hamilton et al., 2018; Orme et al., 2017; Riby & Orme, 2013). The results replicate those of Brown and Wesley’s (2013) investigations in young adults, and support the claim that, in this task, visual semantics is more important to task performance than is active rehearsal in verbal working memory (i.e. sub-vocally repeating verbal labels). However, the present results uniquely show that the pattern of findings is the same in older people; older adults’ performance was not impacted any more than that of younger adults by the requirement to perform articulatory suppression. Thus, they do not appear to rely on active verbal rehearsal any more than young people. Furthermore, despite the marked effect of age overall, there was no interaction between age group and task meaning, suggesting that older people benefit from semantic availability to the same extent as young people. This is promising, considering that Hamilton et al., (2018) suggested that older people can relatively automatically gain from visual symmetry, but gain no benefit from semantic availability.

Another important finding was the interaction between semantic availability (task version) and administration order. Regardless of age group, the semantic benefit was more readily capitalized upon after task practice, and the more abstract stimuli were more difficult to recall, even after practice. This pattern therefore further supports the role of task practice identified in the present Experiment 1, and highlights a role for strategy development and implementation over time (Rowe et al., 2008).

Regarding age-related differences in reported spontaneous strategy use, one important finding was that older adults reported relying on visual rehearsal more than young adults, and this was significantly related to capacity in this age group. Additionally, young adults’ mixed strategies appear to be more efficient and fit-for-purpose. Although older adults did report typically using a mixed (‘combining’) approach, they may have done this largely on the basis of counting up pattern cells, rather than more efficiently grouping cells and verbalizing the resulting shapes. Counting up the cells is a time-consuming strategy that does not directly give an indication of the pattern appearance, and may even hinder the ability to encode the whole pattern. In contrast, young adults’ reports of labelling pattern shapes would help to
activate visual semantics and, thus, consolidate shapes (visual appearance) within the patterns.

In summary, there appears to be less variation in strategic approach within older age, with strategy use less flexible and more inefficient, and more limited towards the ‘obvious’ (visual) strategy. It is important to bear in mind, however, that older adults may report more image refreshing because they are conscious of needing to refresh more explicitly or effortfully. In other words, young adults may be better able to maintain visual images with relatively little effort, allowing the application of executive resources to develop and implement complimentary strategies. Yet another possibility is that the increased reports of image refreshing by older adults could be a by-product of their tendency for greater ‘counting up’. This does involve a form of spatial processing that could be perceived and reported as visual refreshing, but is not qualitatively the same as visual refreshing, which focuses upon the visual properties (appearance) of the stimulus.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

This research was aimed at understanding the working memory mechanisms underlying young and older adults’ visual working memory performance, and the roles of multimodal coding and strategy use. Experiment 1 focused upon visual rehearsal, while Experiment 2 assessed verbal rehearsal, as well as visual semantic availability, and self-reported spontaneous strategy use by the two age groups. Both experiments converge upon four main conclusions. First, both young and older adults show evidence of visual rehearsal, but older adults may rely upon this more. Young adults were better able to cope with experiencing visual interference early in the task, perhaps because they are able to more readily develop and/or implement wider strategies. Certainly, there was generally a clear role for the benefit of task practice, also likely related to developing strategies over time. Older adults also reported focusing on visual rehearsal to a greater extent during performance of this visual working memory task. Second, neither age group especially relies upon verbal working memory (i.e. the continued rehearsal of verbal codes) to support performance. Third, in this abstract visual working memory task, both young and older adults benefited from semantic availability (meaning) in the stimuli. Importantly, though, the older people, who exhibited a marked reduction in capacity for recalling abstract visual stimuli from working memory, did not benefit from semantics any more than did young adults. Finally, reported strategy use
data suggest that young adults employ more verbal-based strategies, and do so more efficiently than older adults. Older adults appear to be less flexible in their strategy use and more fixed on a visual-based approach, perhaps supplemented with more inefficient verbal-based strategies such as ‘counting up’ the cells. This is contrary to the strategy of labelling collections of cells within patterns, which young people reported employing more than older people, and which is more likely to facilitate the activation of semantic context.

**Visuo-spatial and verbal working memory subsystems**

The present findings suggest that both young and older adults employ visual rehearsal (Logie, 2011) while completing this abstract visual working memory task, but that older adults may rely on this even more than young adults. This finding could be due to older adults either being less able to generate or implement other strategies, particularly with minimal task experience, or it could be because they are aware of having to be more effortful with visual refreshing. Both interpretations are plausible. Central executive limitations (Braver & West, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz, & Lustig, 2016) could reduce the flexibility of older adults’ strategic approach during the task. Equally, though, if visual cortex functioning is susceptible to aging (Davis et al., 2008; Grady et al., 2004), an idea also supported by the marked age-related deficits in visual working memory performance (e.g. Logie & Maylor, 2009; Murre et al., 2013; Swanson, 2017), then older adults may have to engage in more active visual rehearsal than young adults, supported by anterior, generalized resources (Spreng et al., 2010). Ko et al. (2014; see also Peich et al., 2013) suggested that older adults store a lower quality perceptual trace than young adults, which results in less implicit memory activation when presented with a probe. This relates well to the current notion that, as older adults store a poorer quality representation, they would need to work harder, and possibly differently, to try to keep the trace active and retrievable.

Neither age group appears to rely on active verbal rehearsal for task completion. Based on the strategy report data, however, incorporating verbal-based strategies, such as labelling, helps, and this is likely due to activating semantic context. These findings support those of Brown and Wesley (2013) with young adults, in which articulatory suppression did not interact with stimulus meaning. Verbal rehearsal per se therefore does not account for the benefit observed with the higher meaning stimulus set, and semantic activation (Logie, 2011), and the creation of multimodal codes, likely accounts for the difference. Thus, adopting a flexible strategic approach of combining visual and verbal-based strategies, was shown to
benefit capacity in the task. This issue is discussed in more detail below. Importantly, though, articulatory suppression was not any more problematic for older adults, emphasising that older adults do not rely on verbal working memory any more than young adults, at least to the extent that it influences recall. Older adults did, however, report more ‘counting up’ of cells than young adults, a strategy which was more limited with the requirement to engage in articulation. Therefore, although they seem to employ the most fundamentally important strategy of visual rehearsal, and do attempt to incorporate other strategies beyond this, older adults may be more likely than young adults to engage in a relatively inefficient verbal strategy which may not actually increase capacity. Specifically, this verbal strategy does not aid in the recall of visual appearance and could even impede speedy, comprehensive stimulus encoding.

It is important to highlight that processing speed is related to capacity for both visual and verbal active rehearsal. Processing speed has previously been shown to be particularly important in visuo-spatial tasks (Brown et al. 2012; Bopp & Verhaeghen, 2007; Guest et al. 2015; Jenkins et al. 2000), and an ability that is important in cognitive aging more generally (Salthouse, 1991, 1996; see also Bucur et al., 2008; Deary et al, 2006; Deary, Johnson, & Starr, 2010). Indeed, Brown et al. (2012) showed that the greatest predictor of older adults’ performance of the most abstract version of the present visual working memory task was processing speed. However, visuo-spatial organization (reasoning) was also a unique predictor, with this measure implicating central executive resources for working with visuo-spatial material. Consequently, processing speed and central executive resources may underlie visual working memory performance in older age, via capacity for encoding information efficiently and appropriately, and engaging in active rehearsal.

*Scaffolding by semantic context*

The present research builds upon previous findings to suggest that short-and long-term memory integration benefits visual working memory capacity. Both the present findings, and those of Brown and Wesley (2013), support the notion that it is the semantic difference between the two task versions used in Experiment 2, rather than potential differences in verbal rehearsal, that accounts for the resulting differences in capacity. As articulatory suppression does not remove the benefit of the more meaningful patterns, the findings suggest that semantic codes may be automatically activated and/or strategically created. This would bring context to the otherwise abstract visual patterns (Bower et al., 1975; Delogu, et
al., 2009; Orme et al., 2017; Postle et al., 2005; Riby & Orme, 2013; Santa, 1975; Verhaeghen et al., 2006). However, although semantics may be automatically activated (Brown & Wesley, 2013; Logie, 2011), this does not necessarily mean that they will be integrated with short-term codes. In fact, multimodal coding does not appear to be cost-free, and may require executive resources, at least for integrating the different codes (Allen et al., 2015; Brown & Wesley, 2013; Orme et al., 2017). Brown and Wesley showed that, in young adults, neither verbal interference (articulatory suppression) nor spatial interference (spatial tapping) removed the benefit of the high semantic stimuli. However, suppression of the central executive, via the requirement to tap around an array of spatial locations at random time intervals, did so, highlighting the importance of top-down attentional control in the capacity to take advantage of semantic information. Indeed, the present research showed the benefit of task practice (Experiment 1), and specifically that semantics helped more as the task progressed (Experiment 2). This emphasizes a role for strategy development over time (Rowe et al., 2008).

A key aim for the present research was to assess whether or not older adults could differentially benefit from the more meaningful stimuli, given the relative age-related decrement in performance levels with more abstract patterns. Under the present conditions, older adults do not appear able to compensate for their reduced visual working memory capacity by incorporating more generalized resources, specifically, capitalising upon visual semantics (Mayr & Kliegl, 2000). While they were able to benefit to the same extent as young adults in the present Experiment 2, the gap in performance was not reduced by semantic availability. In fact, recent research has resulted in even less promising findings than this. Also using a visual matrix task to measure visual working memory, Hamilton et al. (2018) showed that older adults actually benefitted less than young adults from semantic availability. It is possible that the slightly greater task practice included in the present study could have influenced the presently observed benefit of meaning in the older adults (i.e. by starting older adults at level 2, task practice would have been more even across age groups; Rowe et al., 2008). Alternatively, the specific stimulus sets used across the two studies may have been important to whether or not older adults were able to benefit from meaning. One final key difference between the two paradigms is that Hamilton et al. used a very brief (1 s) maintenance interval, whereas presently there was a delay period of 10 s within each trial. It is possible that longer delay periods allow older adults to take advantage of semantic availability, by allowing more time to identify and/or implement the strategy (Brown et al., 2012; Salthouse, 1996). The two studies, however, do converge on the conclusion that older
adults, under the circumstances already investigated, do not benefit any more than young adults, and therefore do not show evidence of compensation to the extent of reducing the age-related deficit. Interestingly, in a neuroimaging analysis of older adults’ encoding of different categories of visual objects, Carp et al. (2011) not only showed less neural distinctiveness in ventral visual cortex, but found no evidence that this reduced specificity was compensated for by neural resources either within or beyond visual cortex. Notably, Hamilton et al. did find that perceptual affordance (i.e. availability of symmetry) could be used by older adults to boost performance, and this may have been a more automatic process than using visual semantics (Mayr & Kliegl, 2000).

Nevertheless, this conclusion does not necessarily mean that compensation is impossible in older adults’ visual working memory. The present task involved encoding, maintaining, and recalling abstract visual patterns, and even the higher semantic task version was still relatively abstract. Therefore, increasing the concreteness even further may perhaps show a differential benefit for older people. Also, given the suggestion from Experiment 1, that strategies develop over time, the older adults may have benefited more if they had gained even more task practice (Rowe et al., 2008). In the context of working memory performance, Carp et al. (2010) provided neural evidence for compensation during maintenance, but they showed that memory load was crucial, in that compensation was achievable by older adults only at lower loads (see also Reuter-Lorenz & Cappell, 2008; Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016). Therefore, future analyses should take task level (load) into account. Finally, the present study focused upon spontaneous strategy use and the researchers specifically did not mention strategic approach or the availability of semantics until after the task was completed. Thus, it may be the case that strategy instruction would be needed to observe differential benefits that could reduce the age-related deficit in this task (Cherry, Park, Frieske, & Smith, 1996; see also Reuter-Lorenz & Park, 2014). In other words, the requirement for self-initiated processing may interact with the availability of environmental support, such as semantic context (e.g. Mayr & Kliegl, 2000; Smith et al. 1998). Overall, frontal resources for strategy use may be implicated in the extent to which older adults are able to develop and/or implement compensatory processing (Reuter-Lorenz, & Lustig, 2005). Future research may usefully explore these issues to develop understanding of older adults’ potential to benefit from multimodal coding in a visual working memory task.
Strategic approach

Another specific focus of the present research was upon establishing the strategies spontaneously used by older adults, relative to young adults. Importantly, it is not always the case that strategy use differs between young and older adults. For example, in a study of probabilistic category learning, Fera et al. (2005) showed that, despite differential neural activation patterns, both age groups displayed similar learning curves and the same reported strategies. Yet, Lemaire (2016) noted that, where age-related deficits are observed in cognitive performance, it is likely that strategy differences are also observed. Indeed, in a verbal paired-associates task, for example, in which older adults are typically poorer than young adults, Tournier and Postal (2011) showed that older adults used a sentence strategy more readily than an imagery one, and were less strategically adaptive than young adults.

In the present research, older adults exhibited consistently lower capacities than young adults and, in parallel, also reported less efficient strategy use. To summarize the strategy use findings, older adults reported adopting more active visual rehearsal, more ‘counting up’ of pattern cells, and less labelling of collective shapes within patterns. Previously, age-related differences in strategy selection have been accounted for, at least in part, by executive functioning (e.g. Hodzik & Lemaire, 2011; Bouazzaoui et al., 2010). Older adults appear to switch strategies less frequently than young adults, and this is exacerbated in more difficult tasks (Ardiale & Lemaire, 2012, 2013). Spreng et al. (2010) showed that older adults need frontal cortex resources sooner than young adults, but that young adults can activate these resources to a greater extent, when a task is more difficult. It is entirely possible that older adults employ different, but perhaps less efficient, strategies at lower task loads, and then under-activate neural resources at higher levels, due to excessive demand. That is, their strategies may no longer be appropriate at higher levels (e.g. Reuter-Lorenz & Lustig, 2016). This account maps well onto the present ‘counting up’ strategy, which may be somewhat useful at lower levels of the task where, for example, this strategy may happen to encourage active visuo-spatial rehearsal (Logie, 2011). However, at higher task levels, where more information must be encoded within the same limited time, this is no longer practicable. Simultaneously, central executive limitations would bring a difficulty in establishing new, more efficient strategies. Thus, central executive resources (along with processing speed; Salthouse, 1996) may be implicated in the age-related decline in visual working memory performance (Brown et al., 2012). However, the findings directly implicate a role for strategy. Given the observed age-related inefficiency in strategic approach, a natural question
stemming from the present research is whether or not older adults’ working memory performance could be enhanced through strategy training (e.g. Bailey et al., 2014; Logie, 2012). This seems possible, particularly if the training included emphasizing the efficient as well as the inefficient strategies, so that efficient ones are preferable from the outset of the task.

While the present work has established some important findings for older adults’ spontaneous strategy use in visual working memory, more research is now required to understand the complexities in young and older adults’ knowledge and implementation of strategies in visual working memory. Using Lemaire’s (2010; see also Lemaire & Siegler, 1995) conceptual model of strategy variation, the present work has identified a difference in the strategy repertoire of older versus young adults. However, there may also be differences in the distribution, execution, and/or selection of strategies, and this will be important for determining the target areas for future training studies. For example, it will be important to determine how strategy use may vary during task completion, both in terms of task practice, and task level (difficulty). Participants could also be asked to describe their strategies for themselves, allowing more insight around the extent of available strategies in visual working memory. In the present research, in order not to influence meta-cognition around strategy use, the strategy questionnaire was specifically administered after testing visual working memory. Particularly now that spontaneous, unbiased strategy use has been measured, future research could assess strategy use throughout task performance, such as trial-by-trial, yielding more insight around variation in strategy use across time (i.e. strategy distribution) and data such as percentage strategy use across age groups (Lemaire, 2016). This approach would also be amenable to assessing the impact of strategy instructions, and how this might vary with aging (e.g. Atkinson, Baddeley, & Allen, 2017), and would be particularly interesting given the importance of task practice reported presently.

Conclusions
The present research serves as a foundation for our understanding the role of working memory mechanisms, strategic approach, and multimodal coding in young and older adults’ visual working memory performance. In addition to supporting previous evidence of marked age-related deficits in visual working memory, and the general benefit of visual semantics, the key unique findings are that both young and older adults use visual rehearsal, combined with some form of verbal-based approach. However, older adults appear to rely upon visual
rehearsal to a greater extent than young adults, who use more efficient verbal-based strategies such as labelling pattern configurations. Such a strategy can aid later recall of visual appearance, on the basis of the associated visual semantics. In contrast, older adults report more use of an inefficient ‘counting up’ strategy, which does not benefit later visual recall, especially at larger stimulus sizes, and could even hinder the encoding process. Although there was no differential benefit of the availability of semantics for older adults, these findings show promise, as there is now clear scope to train older adults on the range of available strategies in this visual working memory task. Indeed, the current research contributes valuable evidence to the developing literature on the broader role of strategy in cognitive aging (Nyberg et al., 2003). This is particularly important in the context of population aging, and the range of findings highlighting the potential benefits of cognitive training, both in healthy aging (e.g. Buschkuehl et al., 2008; Hastings & West, 2009; Willis et al., 2006; for meta-analyses, see Karbach & Verhaeghen, 2014; Kelly et al., 2014) and for reducing dementia risk (Edwards et al., 2017). Taking strategy into account, along with task practice, may help to maximize the benefits of training. Overall, the present findings suggests that the age-related deficit in visual working memory performance may be caused, at least in part, by two interactive processes, specifically a difficulty storing visual representations, along with changes in strategic approach. It is hoped that these findings will now stimulate future research addressing age-related declines in visual working memory, with a view to identifying methods for improving older adults’ capacity.
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APPENDIX 1

Strategy Questionnaire

1. In this task overall, please rate the extent to which you relied upon a visual and/or verbal strategy to help you remember the checkered patterns. A visual strategy involves concentrating on your mental image of what the pattern looks like. A verbal strategy involves verbalising the features of the pattern and concentrating on that verbal information.

1. “I used a verbal strategy only”
2. “I used mostly verbal but some visual rehearsal”
3. “I used verbal and visual strategies equally”
4. “I used mostly visual but some verbal rehearsal”
5. “I used a visual strategy only”

2. To what extent did you combine visual and verbal strategies to help remember individual patterns?

1. “Always”
2. “Most of the time”
3. “Sometimes”
4. “Rarely”
5. “Never”

3. To what extent did you “count up” the number of black cells?

1. “Always”
2. “Most of the time”
3. “Sometimes”
4. “Rarely”
5. “Never”

4. To what extent did you attach verbal labels to some of the individual shapes? (e.g., naming a collection of black cells the letter “L”)

1. “Always”
2. “Most of the time”
3. “Sometimes”
4. “Rarely”
5. “Never”

5. To what extent did you focus upon refreshing your mental image of the pattern?

1. “Always”
2. “Most of the time”
3. “Sometimes”
4. “Rarely”
5. “Never”